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Business review
Euroclear Bank
Euroclear Bank, the group’s International CSD, delivered
strong business growth during an exceptional year for
financial markets. Euroclear Bank successfully navigated
uncertain market conditions to deliver robust operational and
financial performance during a year which saw much market
volatility due to the pandemic. Business continuity plans were
activated successfully, with 95% of staff working from home
since March 2020.
Increased market volatility saw netted transactions rise
10.7% year on year, to a record 129 million transactions.
This activity resulted in an equivalent of €576 trillion being
processed by its systems, a 5.8% increase in turnover
Valérie Urbain Chief Executive Officer

compared to 2019. The value of securities held by Euroclear
Bank also increased by 3% to €15.3 trillion.

Euroclear Bank

The role of Euroclear Bank in providing safe and efficient
post-trade services remains much appreciated in Europe and
reflect its prudent approach given its responsibility for global
post-trade services.
As outlined in the strategic review (pages 11 to 19),
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Change
from 2019

€ 576.0 trillion

▲

6%

Value of
securities held1

€ 15.3 trillion

▲

3%

Number of
netted transactions

128.8 million

▲ 11%

Turnover

beyond. Euroclear Bank’s CSDR license and AA/AA+ rating

2020

At December 2020

Euroclear Bank continues to invest in enhancing its client
proposition across asset classes, including funds. Fund

would assist financial institutions in managing their risk,

assets under custody rose 8% to €2.6 trillion as Euroclear’s

increasing efficiency and liquidity, and help to foster more

FundsPlace offering from asset managers and ETF issuers

attractive European capital markets. As a result, it would

continues to grow, reflecting industry growth and demand

support more harmonised European financial markets and

for an international distribution model.

foster international investment, in accordance with the
ambitions of the Capital Market Union.

Benefiting from its diversified service offering, Euroclear’s
Collateral Highway mobilised an average of €1.5 trillion

During 2020, there was a strong focus on Asia. Euroclear

by year end, up 17% compared to 2019. The demand for

Bank has continued to extend its network in Asia with the

collateral management solutions continues to increase as

launch of new asset classes in China (Yulan bonds) and Japan

financial market participants seek solutions to mobilise their

(Origami bonds), swiftly followed in 2021 by the Orchid

assets and increase liquidity.

bond structure in Singapore. With these developments,
domestic issuers can gain direct exposure to a wider foreign

With Brexit, Euroclear Bank has been working closely with

investor base, reaping the benefits of a greater liquidity pool

the authorities and financial market stakeholders in Ireland

and improved cost efficiencies.

in preparation for the migration of Irish corporate securities
from Euroclear UK & Ireland to Euroclear Bank as Issuer CSD.

As outlined on page 16, being ‘Euroclearable’ is increasingly

This migration extends the role Euroclear Bank has played for

important for many international investors when assessing

Irish government debt for decades.

emerging market securities for investment opportunities and
portfolio diversification. Governments and central banks in

Euroclear Bank continues to assess a connection to the

many emerging economies that wish to access international

European Central Bank’s T2S ecosystem, with the intention

funding frequently recognise this and Euroclear assists them

to offer clients the choice between euro settlement in both

as they adopt international standards. GlobalReach assets

commercial bank and central bank money. Such a move

under custody rose 7% to €1.3 trillion.
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Euroclear UK & Ireland

As outlined on page 15, EUI has been preparing for Brexit
since the 2016 referendum results. The two biggest impacts
for EUI in relation to the UK’s withdrawal are that it is
precluded from continuing to act as the CSD for Ireland and
will no longer have direct access to euros as a settlement
currency via the European Central Bank.
In November, the European Commission determined
that the legal and supervisory requirements for UK CSDs
were equivalent to those in the EU. This determination is
temporary and expires at the end of June 2021. Following
this decision, the company also received recognition as a
third country CSD from the European Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA). This allowed EUI to continue to deliver
Irish market settlement services to Ireland until the migration
of Irish securities to Euroclear Bank in March. This migration

Michael Carty Chief Executive Officer

Euroclear UK &
Ireland

2020

has since been completed successfully.

Change
from 2019

€ 188.4 trillion

▲

16%

Value of
securities held1

€ 6.1 trillion

▲

1%

Number of
netted transactions

70.9 million

▲

19%

Turnover

EUI has gained its CSDR licence, which represents a hallmark
of quality for European CSDs. Having completed its final
filing in mid-2020, EUI was granted its licence by the
regulatory authorities in the fourth quarter. At the expiry of
the Brexit transition period on 31 December 2020, CSDR
became part of UK law.
Ensuring operational resilience is core to EUI’s business

1

At December 2020

strategy. However, the CREST settlement system experienced
an extended service disruption over a period of two days
in September. An independent post-incident review was

Throughout 2020, Euroclear UK & Ireland (EUI) focused

established to provide lessons learned from this highly

on business continuity in the Covid-19 context, while

unusual event.

also progressing its preparations for Brexit and gaining
authorisation for its CSDR licence. The company remains

Michael Carty was appointed as CEO in the third quarter,

focused on developing its strategy in support of both UK

having previously headed the Euroclear Sweden CSD. He

domestic and international financial markets.

replaced Chris Elms who was interim CEO and remains a key
member of the leadership team. The leadership change was

Volatile conditions in financial markets led to record levels of
transactions. EUI was able to support clients, despite working
fully remotely from March 2020 as it implemented business
continuity arrangements.
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conducted in an orderly and seamless manner.
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ESES CSDs – Euroclear Belgium,
Euroclear France and Euroclear Nederland
In 2020, the ESES CSDs together processed a total of
45 million netted transactions, which is equivalent to
€120 trillion of settlement turnover. Conditions in financial
markets were volatile, although equity market valuations
recovered well after being impacted in March 2020. Together
with increased public and corporate debt issuance, this
resulted in the value of securities being held on behalf of
clients rising to €9 trillion by year end.
Alongside the rest of the group, ESES responded ably to the
Covid-19 situation while managing compliance with public
regulations across the three countries. With the vast majority
of staff working remotely since March 2020, ESES ensured
business continuity for its clients. Throughout this period a
considerable focus has been put on ensuring the well-being
and engagement of its people.
Brigitte Daurelle Chief Executive Officer

ESES continues to strengthen its position as both investor
CSD, leveraging its connection to the ECB’s T2S platform, but
also as an attractive place of issuance towards both domestic
and foreign issuers.

Euroclear Belgium

ESES has focused on developing a range of services that
support clients in the context of the incoming SRD II
regulation. Such services include Euroclear InvestorInsightTM,
an online platform which comprises value added services
to issuers and intermediaries to support their investor
identification, and related governance and shareholder
engagement activities such as general meeting and voting
services.

Across its three markets, ESES remained well tuned to local
developments. Euroclear France has been chosen by Banque
de France to be intimately involved in a Central Bank Digital
Currency experiment, while Euroclear Nederland jointly with
the Dutch banking community co-designed a medium-term
vision for the post-trading industry.

Change
from 2019

Turnover

€ 0.7 trillion

▼

10%

Value of
securities held1

€ 0.2 trillion

▼

12%

2.9 million

▲

€ 114.1 trillion

▲

3%

Value of
securities held1

€ 7.7 trillion

▲

5%

Number of
netted transactions

33.9 million

▲ 12%

Turnover

€ 5.6 trillion

0%

Value of
securities held1

€ 1.2 trillion

▲

8.6 million

▲

Number of
netted transactions

11%

Euroclear France2
Turnover

In the course of 2020, the TPI shareholder identification
services offered by Euroclear France were enhanced to
encompass a broader range of funds data, which resulted in
increased demand from asset manager clients.
ESES has continued to pursue the rollout of the Single CSD
offer with Euroclear Bank, the provision of value added
services such as enhancements to its asset servicing offer
through a new digital platform, collateral services and the
modernisation of its IT infrastructure.

2020

Euroclear Nederland

Number of
netted transactions

11%
25%

1

At December 2020.

2

The data for Euroclear France excludes ‘pensions livrées’ with Banque de France.

ESES has also worked closely with ECB and other financial
market participants in preparing for a new schedule related
to major European projects, such as T2-T2S consolidation,
the CSDR Settlement Discipline Regime and the launch of
the ECB’s Eurosystem Collateral Management System, all of
which have been impacted as a consequence of the Covid-19
situation.
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Euroclear Finland

2020 was like no other year in the history of Euroclear
Finland. Covid-19 induced turbulence in the market
resulted in record high settlement volumes. In spite of the
exceptional situation, Euroclear Finland was able to show
resilience, operate fluently and meet customer expectations,
while in remote operational mode.
The Infinity CSD system performed robustly throughout the
year, with excellent uptime and efficiency rates. In 2020,
Euroclear Finland delivered four incremental improvement
releases for Infinity, focusing on stabilisation, mandatory
regulatory changes and functional upgrades.
Due to interdependencies and changes in European financial
market infrastructure projects and following the wishes
of participants, the plan for the Finnish market to join the

Hanna Vainio Chief Executive Officer

European Central Bank’s T2S settlement platform was
proposed to change to September 2023.

Euroclear Finland

2020

Change
from 2019

Euroclear Finland served 133 issuers with their general

9%

agility to change its product offering to comply with a

Turnover

€ 1.6 trillion

▼

Value of
securities held1

€ 0.4 trillion

▼ 15%

15 million

▲ 48%

Number of
netted transactions

meetings in the midst of the pandemic, which required
temporary emergency companies act. This allowed issuers
to hold their general meetings with shareholders attending
remotely. The advance voting service became instrumental in
ensuring that critical decisions, such as dividend payments,
where taken with legal clarity. 45 companies opted to use

1

At December 2020

Euroclear Finland advance voting service in 2020, paving
way for more hybrid online general meetings in the future.
The Shareholders’ Rights Directive (SRDII) came into force
on 3 September 2020. Euroclear Finland integrated the
SRDII requirements in its general meeting services by using
ISO standard messaging to facilitate information flow in the
custody chain.
The number of Finnish retail investors reached an all-time
high of 911,003 at the end of 2020. The growth was
partially fueled by the introduction of the equity savings
account, a new vehicle for retailer investors. During the first
year, 152,000 equity savings accounts were opened, and the
value of holdings on those accounts reached €740 million.
The issuance of warrant instruments saw a 56% year-onyear increase.
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Euroclear Sweden

Euroclear Sweden maintained a high customer service and
system stability throughout the exceptional year with the
majority of the staff working from home since March. The
high customer satisfaction was reflected in both the annual
client survey and in daily interaction with clients.
As in most markets, March started a period of high market
volatility which led to a record number of settlement
transactions. The value of securities also reached an all-time
high, driven by both strong new issuance and stock exchange
values. Euroclear Sweden’s operational performance was
strong and the VPC-system continue to be robust and
supported the exceptional peak activities with excellent
uptimes.
Issuers were supported with a record number of General
Roger Storm Chief Executive Officer

Meetings, most of which were transformed into an almost
fully digital format. To support this, a digital postal voting
service was launched, enabling shareholders to actively
participate in these meetings and cast their votes without
having to be physically present. The service was launched
immediately after the new Swedish law on temporary
exceptions to facilitate General Meetings in companies
and associations came into force on 15 April 2020. The
Shareholders’ Rights Directive (SRDII) came into force on
3 September 2020, and we correspondingly provided the

Euroclear Sweden
Turnover
Value of
securities held1
Number of
netted transactions

2020

Change
from 2019

€ 11.1 trillion

▼

4%

€ 1.9 trillion

▲

25%

15.5 million

▲ 16%

new required services to issuers and investors for owner
identification and general meeting notifications.

1

At December 2020

The fund order routing service continued its strong growth

trusted CSD-provider for the Swedish capital market and its

path, with both new fund distributors and fund management

stakeholders, a preferred business partner with a sustainable

companies joining. Here also, the pandemic created an

operating model.

environment of high activity levels combined with full or
partial remote working which led to a heightened awareness

Roger Storm was appointed and stepped in as new CEO in

on the importance of automation. The market circumstances

October, replacing Michael Carty who was named CEO of

also triggered high renewal rates in certain structured

Euroclear UK & Ireland and Annelie Lindahl who was interim

products, with overall issuance by international investment

CEO in the third quarter. These leadership changes have been

banks into the Swedish market reaching record levels.

conducted in an orderly and seamless manner, ensuring a
strong business performance.

Euroclear Sweden actively participated in the Coordination
Forum for Swedish Post trade harmonisation, headed by
Riksbanken (the Swedish central bank). As per the Forum’s
final report, we will continue to engage in efforts to
harmonise the Swedish securities markets with the rest of the
EU. The company’s main obligation continues to be the most
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